from the talks held on 8 August 1992, in the premises of the former JNA Hall in Kiseljak, starting at 1550 hours and attended by:

a) representatives of the Muslim people in Kiseljak:

1. Ejup MUJIĆ
2. Senaid DURAKOVIĆ, SDA President

b) representatives of the Croatian people in Kiseljak:

1. Josip BORO, HVO President
2. Marko FRANKOVIĆ, HDZ President
3. Vinko ANTUNOVIĆ, Head of the Office for People's Defence
4. Josip KRISTIĆ, Head of the Land Registry.

The meeting was held in the presence of Franjo BORAS, member of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The subject of the talks was the conflicts between units of the Territorial Defence and the HVO on 7 and 8 August 1992.
IT WAS AGREED

I. a mutual suspension of hostilities will take effect at 1730 hours on 8 August 1992.

II. Both parties agree that the present military and civilian situation must be restored to what it was four days ago, on 4 August 1992.

1. All barricades in the area of Kiseljak Municipality which obstruct free traffic of persons, goods and other traffic are to be removed by 1900 hours on 8 August 1992 at the latest.

III. During further talks, both sides will in a civilised and peaceful manner and in the spirit of the Agreement on Friendship and Cooperation signed by the republics of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina in Zagreb on 21 July 1992, reach the agreement on the following matters within three days at most:

- the number of checkpoints and their mixed composition,
- a mixed commission to visit the whole municipal area to determine the military activities of both parties.
- agree on the display of emblems in public places.
IV. The next meeting, which should resolve disputed issues mentioned in section III, will start at 1000 hours on 10 August 1992. The meeting will be held in the small meeting room in the building of Kiseljak Municipal Assembly.

V. The issue of the arrest of the commander of Kiseljak Municipal Defence Headquarters, Sejo SINANBAŠIĆ, should be resolved within 24 hours by the HVO Commander, colonel Tihomir BLAŠKIĆ, and the Commander of the BH Armed forces, Sefer HALILOVIĆ.

For the BH Presidency

Franjo BORAS /signed/

HVO representatives:
1. Josip BORO /signed/  
2. Marko FRANKOVIĆ /signed/  
3. Vinko ANTUNOVIĆ /signed/  
4. Josip KRISTIĆ /signed/  

Representatives of the Muslim people
Ejub MUJIĆ
Senaid DURAKOVIĆ /signed/
Representatives of the Muslim people named in the Protocol agree with this Protocol, but demand the release of the arrested Municipal Defence Headquarters Commander, Sead SINANBAŠIĆ, who should, together with the commander of the Municipal HVO Headquarters Ivica RAJIĆ, be responsible for the implementation of this Protocol.

Representatives of the Muslim people:
1. Ejub MUJIĆ
2. Senaid DURAKOVIĆ

cc:
1. Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
2. Representatives of both peoples
3. Appropriate commands of both peoples
4. Mr. Franjo BORAS

This Protocol shall be broadcast on Radio Sarajevo and Radio Kiseljak.